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ABSTRACT. In order to determine longitud ina l profi les of movement on g lacier surfaces from photo
gra mmelric surveys, it is necessa ry to know the direction of movement. The present method requires at least 
two base lines with overlapping ranges of photographs. The establishment of a base-line system for a g iven 
glacier fo rm depends on the demands of accuracy. The method is a pplied to the movement of the g lacier 
K ongsvegen (Vestspitsbergen) and the accuracy obta ined is discussed. T he movement direction of the p o ints 
on the media l mora ine of K ongsvegen does not coincide with the moraine direction. 

R ESUME. La determinalion de la direction dll mOllvement superficieL des gLaciers a l'aide de la photogrammelrie lerreslre. 
L a connaissance de la direction du mouvement es t necessa ire notamment pour la determ ination de profi ls d e 
mo uve ll1 ent longitudinaux sur les surfaces de glaciers a partir de leves p hotogrammetriques. Pour la methode 
exposee dans le travail present, on a besoin d 'au moins d eux bases , dont les li m ites de la prise de vue se 
recouvrent. L'e tablissemen t d'un systeme de bases pour une forme donnee de g lacie r depend des ex igences 
de la precision. La methode est app liquee au mouvell1ent du K ongsvegen (Vestspitsberg) et la prec ision 
obten ue es t d iscu tee. La direction du mouvell1en t des points d e la mora ine med iane du K ongsvegen ne 
coincide pas avec celle de la moraine. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG . D ie Bestimmung der Bewegull.l(srichtllllg mu GLetscheroberflachen milleis terrestrischer Photo
grammetrie . Besonders zur Bestimmung von longitudina len Bewegungsprofi lcn auf G letscheroberAachen a us 
photograll1metrischen Aufna hmen ist die Kenntnis der Bewegungsri ch tu ng no twendig. Bei dem a ngegebenen 
Verfah ren sind mindestens zwei Standlini en notig, deren Aufna hmebere iche sich L.berdecken. Genauigkeits
forderungen bestimmen die An lage eines Systems von Stand linien bei vorgegebener G letscherform. Das 
Verfahren wird auf d ie Bewegung des Kongsvegen (Vestsp itsbergen) angewendet und die erreichte 
Genau igkeil diskutiert. Die Bewegungsrichtu ng del' M ittelmoranenpunkte des K ongsvegen fallt nicht mit d el' 
Moranenrichtung zusammen. 

I NTRODUCTION 

Since its introduction by R. Finsterwalder (193 1) the terrestrial photogrammetric m ethod 
of m easuring the movement of glaciers has been widely used. In most cases the fl ow at the 
glacier surface is determined along several selected profi les which are nearl y perpendicular to 
the valley ax is and, conseq uen tly, to the assumed direction of movem en t (transverse profi les) . 
Right at the beginning in the establishment of the base lines, care is taken that the bearing of 
the exposure axis is, as nearly as possible, perpendicula r to the assumed direction of movement. 
In this case, the error resulting from small deviations of the true direction of flow from the 
assumed one is insignificant as long as the points to be measured a re near the exposure axis. 
Sometimes it may be impossible in the field to establish base li nes which fulfil these conditions. 

In another method commonly used , viz. the evaluation of profil es in the direction of 
movement (longitudina l profiles), such a n error may be severa l times as g reat as the a bsolu te 
velocity in the margin of the picture. In order to determine longitudinal profiles, it is d esirable 
to take several photographs in different directions from the same station the axes of which then 
form rather la rge angles with the direction of Row which, therefore, has to be known . The use 
of wide-angle lens cam eras facilitates m easurement of the m ovement over greater distances of 
selected profiles which, in the case of irregular glacier forms, are no longer perpendicular or 
para ll el to the exposure axis and the direction of movem ent. 

T he ever increasing use of aerial photogrammetry provides direct determination of velocity 
vectors on glacier sur'faces not onl y a long selected lines but a lso across areas covered with poin t 
nets. The corresponding m ethods of terrestrial photogrammetry must Le combined with the 
determination of the movem ent direction. 

At the junction of several glacier branches, the change in the direction of movem ent is of 
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major importance. Medial moraines are not always flow lines as impulse differences between 
the branches may lead to large lateral displacements of the moraines. From 1962 to 1964, for 
example, the medial moraine of the glacier Kongsvegen (Vestspitsbergen) showed an average 
lateral displacement of 50 cm. per day over a length of several kilometres whereas the forward 
movement was about 200 cm. /day. This corresponds to an angle of IS ° between the direction 
of the moraine and that of movement. This angle has not changed much up to 1965. 

All the reasons adduced here indicate the need for a practical method of determining the 
direction of movement. 

The measurement of the vertical glacier displacements from photogrammetric models is a 
separate problem. Therefore the following discussion only deals with the two-dimensional 
movement in a horizontal plane. 

A method for the determination of velocity vectors in areas covered with point nets 
(Rudolph and Toppler, unpublished) requires use of a stereoautograph and laboratory work. 
As a rule, it will be sufficient to know the direction of movement along selected profiles, and a 
stereocomparator will be the only instrument available for evaluation. 

METHOD 

A standard stereocomparator is used to measure parallaxes of movement in a horizontal 
direction perpendicular to the exposure axis. In order to obtain the true horizontal displace
ment of a point on the glacier surface from two components, it is necessary to have simultaneous 
pairs of pictures with time base from two different base lines both containing the point under 
consideration. The exposure axes may form any angle K. 

The displacement of a point, P, is calculated from the pair of pictures of base I as the 
displacement, VI, perpendicular to the exposure axis, YI. At the same glacier point, the 
displacement, V2 , is obtained perpendicular to the direction Y2 from the pair of pictures of 
base 2. The vector of displacement r cannot be derived by simple vector addition as the image 
is not provided by rays parallel to an orthogonal coordinate system but by rays passing 
through the centres of image (central perspective) . 

If the angle 8 between the actual displacement r and the positive abscissa x is known, the 
actual horizontal displacement is determined (Fig. I) from 

r 

y 

V 
cos 8 + sin 8 tan </> ' 

I 

, , 
I 

I , 

pi 

Fig. I. Diagram of the relation between the true and apparent movements of the jJoint p 

(I) 
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where f' is the angle between the image ray to the end point p ' of the displacement and the 
ordinate y given by 

V 
tan f' = tan f + - , 

y 
tan f 

y 

As a rule, there is hardly any difference between tan f ' and tan f SInce y is mostly very 
large as compared with V. 

Let the angle between the exposure axes y , and y, be K. From Figure 2 it fo llows that 

K = S, -Sr. (2) 

From the equa tions ( I) written for the two systems of observation, one of the required angles 
S can be eliminated. From equation (2) it follows that 

( V, I VI ) - cos K - sin K ta n f' 
tan S, = -( V "" I V ) . "' ,. (3) , tan '1-" J + Sln K - cos K tan '1-" 

All the anglf's are to be inserted in counter-clockwise direction. 
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Fig. 2. Reconstruction of the displacement components determined from two /Jhotogra/Jhs 

For the special case of parallel axes of exposure and repeated exposures at the two end 
points of one base line, the introduction of picture coordinates leads to the formula given by 
Kn izhnikov (1962) . 

It is rather difficult to locate identical glacier points on photographs taken from different 
base lines if only natural targets are available which are not easy to recognize. This problem 
may be solved by running longitudinal profiles along m edial moraines . If such natural lines 
cannot be used, the profi les of one system of pictures must be converted to those of the other 
system . A small number of points is suffi cient in order to measure the remaining profile 
correctly. 

If there are more than two base lines with overlapping regions, it is necessary to transform 
the terrain coordinates into a uniform coordinate system. It would be be tter to use the system 
of state coordinates for this purpose. The selected point profiles are p lotted at an appropriate 
sca le. If the density of the points is suffici ent, there are identical points on both photogra phs 
or the values of displacement of one pair of pictures are interpolated. 
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The accuracy of the angles determined depends primarily on the size of the angle of 
intersection of the two image rays to the point P'. This angle is w = rp; -rp ~ +K. For w = 7T 

and w = 0 the fraction in (3) is indefinite and the method fails. w = 7T refers to the con
necting line between the two repetition bases, w = 0 refers to points at a very long distance 
relative to the length of this connecting line. 

Because of the number and complexity of the steps of evaluation, the error of angle 
depends on further variables: the accuracy of the displacement measurements, along with 
the values of the angles K, rp' and D, affects the error in a complicated way. The case 
D, = 7T/2, 37T/2 with w = 7T /2, 37T/2, which is most favourable from a theoretical point of 
view, requires the combination of two exposures, one parallel to the direction of flow and the 
other perpendicular to it. In cases of intense local varia tions of the movement, it is especially 
important that the points are identical in both m odels. Where there are great velocity changes 
in time, greater significance must be attached to the simultaneity of the exposures, which 
also depends on the dura tion of the time interval. 

The establishment of a system of base lines for the application of the method described can 
largely be planned in advance if the topography of the glacier and its surroundings is known. 
However, the final system of really practical bases will ultimately be modified more or less 
by the features of the terrain. In this connection, the following factors play a role: possibility 
of crossing the glacier, inclination of surface, form of slopes of the valley, as well as composition 
of fi eld party and physical condition of its m embers, meteorological conditions and instru
m entation. The usual establishment of base lines parallel to the glacier with normal photo
graphs perpendicular to the assumed direction of fl ow is not always the best solution. The 
photographs parallel to the direction of flow which are especially suitable for the m ethod can 
be taken on the mountain-ridge separating glacier branches which flow together. 

ApPLICATION 

The system of base lines of the Deutsche Spitzbergen Expedition 1964/65 at the glacier 
K ongsvegen (Fig. 3) was based on the experience gained during the Deutsche Spitzbergen 
Expedition 1962 (both expeditions were organized by the Nationalkomitee filr Geodasie 
und Geophysik der D .D.R. bei der Deutschen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Berlin ) and is 
especially suitable for the application of the m ethod developed by Rudolph and Toppler 
(unpublished) . Of particular interest were the conditions of movem ent at the confluence of the 
two glaciers of Kronebreen a nd Kongsvegen and the distribution of the variations of move
m ent in time along a longitudinal profile almost 15 km. long. The movement survey has 
already been reported (Meier, 1965; Stange, 1965). Simultaneity of the photographs was 
achieved several times in an almost ideal form by using two field parties with two photo
theodolites. The practical evaluation was carried out on a stereocomparator by the group 
passing the winter at Ny-Alesund (Kongsfjord) ; the method of Knizhnikov (1962 ) proved 
to be too inaccurate as the photograms contained only natural targets, such as crevasses, 
seracs, and moraine hills at normal base ratios. For this reason, the present m ethod was 
devised and applied to the movement of Kongsvegen. 

The medial moraines and the principal transverse profile measured previously several 
times (Voigt, 1965) were selected as profiles. From the extensive material (10 base lines with 
a total of I74 repetitions, 615 plates) intervals of 4, 8, 16,32 and 48 days for the determination 
of direction were chosen for the summer of 1964. In general , multiple overlaps were used . 
The results are represented in Figure 4. Do is the a ngle between the computed direction of flow 
and north (west is 270°), distances are measured from the left bank of the glacier or a long 
the medial moraine from its start at the foot of Garwoodtoppen. 

For the principal transverse profile (Fig. 4a) , a value of direction is obtained that is nearly 
constant over a glacier width of 2 km. Three model combinations were used for the time 
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Fig . 3. Nlap of part of the gLacier Kongsvegell showing /Jhotogrammetric base Lilles alld exjJosure axes 
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Fig . 40. D irection of movement for points across the princijJaL transverse profile. Circles mark points for the eight days 20- 28 
August 1964, crosses mark pointsfor Ihefour days 28 JUly- I A ugust 1964 

interval of 8 days. The m ean error of the angles is about ± 2°; the maximum deviation from 
the constant mean value is ± 6° and it occurs if the angle of intersection w is most unfavour
a ble. For the previous interval of 4 days, from one combination, a smaller mean value is 
obtained at a mean deviation of ± 2° and a maximum d eviation of ± 3 °. The glacio logical 
cause of the reduced mean value will be discussed later. 

2 
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The experience gained in evaluation shows that the density of the glacier points should be 
especiall y high for profiles in which the same position has to be computed in the different 
models. 

The movement direction along the medial moraine was determined over a length of 
8 km. from photographs of8 base lines (12 directions) with a total of22 model combinations 
for different time intervals (Fig. 4b, c, d). Only such combinations were used in which the 
angle of intersection w does not approach 180° within ± 20 0. The photographs for the intervals 
of 4 and 8 days were taken simultaneously by two field parties, whereas for the other intervals 
corrections were applied to the values derived from less synchronous photographs. 

The mean deviation of the direction values from an adjusting curve indicates that the 
error of the long-time and corrected values is larger. The interval of 16 days gives the largest 
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Fig .4b. D irection of movement down the longitudinal profile following the medial moraine. Points are plottedfor periods of 16 
d~ys ( 13- 28 JllLy ) , 32 days (28 JuLy- 28 August ) and 48 days (13 J uLy- 28 August 1964 ) 
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Fig. 4C. As Figllre 4b , but jJlotting points for the 8-day interval 20- 28 August 1964 
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Fig . 4d. As Figure 4b, but plotting points for the 4 da)'s 28 }uly- I A ugust 1964 

deviations as it falls in a period of intense movement variations in time (summer maximum) . 
The same is true of the variations of the four-day interval as compared with those of the 
eight-day interval. N evertheless, the differences of accuracy are small. 

The angles 13 , and 13 2 of the two base lines have the g reatest influence on the deviation of the 
direction va lues from an adjusting curve. The ideal ca se 13 1 = 31T/2 = w is obtained with the 
photographs of base li ne 77 at Garwood toppen which are parallel to the direction offlow (Fig. 5). 
Although the rela tive error of displacement reaches a maximum because of the minimum 
d isplacements represented, these errors of the two photographs have hard ly any effect. In 
Fig . 4b the direction values which were derived from combina tions with photograp hs of 
base line 77, are iden tified by crosses forming a relatively smooth curve. I n Figures 4C 
and 4d the maj or pa rt of the values for distances l a long the mora ine up to l = 6 · 5 km. was 
deduced from combinations with these photographs. The mean d eviation for this case is 
approx. ± o · 5 ° whereas further d own-glacier where the photographs of base 77 can no 
longer be used it is ± [ .5 °. The maximum errors of d irection in the longitudina l profile 
a re ± 4°. 

Special condi tions produce a g reater devia tion a long the first two ki lometres: a t l = [ km. 
Kronebreen, which is distinguished by intense movem ent, flows latera ll y into K ongsvegen 
which may result in greater varia tions of direction . On the short section of the mora ine above 
the confluence, the m ovements a re so small that the displacement error in the two models 
has a greater effect. 

D etailed direction d eterminations a long the m edia l moraine of Kronebreen a nd in the 
confluence a rea are being evaluated . They provide the basis for the determina tion of the 
m ovem ent pattern for the case where glacier branches of different energy meet. 

The following conclusions regarding glaciology are drawn from these results of direction 
d etermination . In the summer of [964 the di rection of flow is a lways outside the m ora ine 
direction. This m eans that there is a further shift of the media l m oraine to the left which 
increases towards the front. As a lso the velocity increases up to l = 5 km. , the la tera l disp lace
m en t varies between IS cm ./day a nd 50 cm.fday, a value that corresponds to that m easured 
between [962 a nd [964. T he displacem ent of the m edia l moraine by abou t 2 km. to the right 
which occurred in the early fifties simultaneously with a considera ble advance of the front 
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- _El. 

F ig. 5. Photogrammetric view parallel to the direction of flow down K ongsvegen 

may be compensated in a period of abou t ten years so as to reach the sta te of 1936 if the 
conditions remain the same. 

A comparison of Figures 4c and 4d shows that along the first ha lf of the media l m oraine 
the lateral displacem ent from 28 July to 1 August , 1964 exceeds that of the period of 20~2 8 
August 1964. This result can be expected as the ratio of the absolute velocities is I . 5 to I. 

The same applies to the main transverse profile (Fig . 4a) . In the play of forces of the glacier 
branches, the impulse transmitted from Kronebreen laterally to Kongsvegen is pred ominant 
at present so that the greatest velocities near the fron t occur to the left of the media l m oraine. 

The small a m ount of the d eviation of the direction values indicates that the irregular 
movem ents of the seracs relative to each other are compensated in as little as fou r d ays. 
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